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Abstract: An effort to simplify the IEEE 1451 standards family extension for adding smart, plug-and-
play and self-adaptation capabilities to frequency output sensors is describe in the paper. It was shown 
that due to the use of one universal component – the universal frequency-to-digital converter  
(UFDC-1), any frequency output sensor can be transformed into a smart transducer compatible to the 
IEEE 1451 standard. This gives strong benefits to both: customer and manufacturers, increases the 
level of commercial adoption of the standard in industry and smart sensors market up to 20 %. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Any success standard must give a strong benefit to both: manufacturers and customers. The Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Instrumentation and Measurement Society’s Technical 
Committee on Sensors Technology is working out a family of smart transducer interface standards [1]. 
The standard defines the concept of plug-and-play sensors with analog outputs, maintaining 
compatibility with the large existing base of analog instrumentation and interfaces. More specifically, 
the standard spells out how an analog sensor can be augmented with an embedded Transducer 
Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS), which contains technical information that identifies the sensor, 
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specifies the sensor’s analog interface, and describes the sensor’s use [2]. Today these standards 
become increasingly popular, and manufactures produce smart transducers according to IEEE 1451 
standard [3]. Concerning this standard, frequency output sensors also mentioned in some documents, 
articles and papers but real results are not observed in this area. If a TEDS example for any frequency 
sensor exists, it does not reflect a self-adaptation possibilities of modern smart transducers based on 
frequency output sensors. But the main problem consists in the following. Taking into account that 
quantization error of frequency-to-digital conversion depends on the method for frequency 
measurement, there are not any standard frequency-to-digital converters like standard ADCs. Some 
years ago there was attempt to standardize the frequency output interface signal (2 ÷ 22 kHz) or unify 
it (4 ÷ 8 kHz). In the mid of 70th and late there were proposed interesting devices for frequency output 
unification, for example, described in [4-5]. However, all these strongly restricted manufactures. 
Looking from tomorrow’s realities, we can say: “Fortunately it was not standardized”. Modern 
frequency output sensors have very wide frequency range: from some parts of Hz up to some MHz and 
high accuracy up to 0.01 % and better [5]. According to the International Frequency Association 
(IFSA) study (2005), frequency sensors take 15-20 % among all sensors in the modern market. This is 
a reason why we should not miss it at IEEE 1451 standardization process. 
 
The objective of this paper is to examine the IEEE 1451 standard and existing frequency output 
sensors to find entry points that can provide a high level of commercial adoption of this family of 
standards in industry. 
 
 
2. Smart IEEE 1451 Compatible Transducers and Modern Smart Sensor 

Definitions 
 
What does it mean “smart sensor” or “smart transducer” ? As it was written by R.N. Johnson in [6] 
“Some organizations apply the label to any sensor that generates digital output, but a real smart sensor 
must do something with the data, not just pass them on in a digital format… The sensor is capable of 
making logical decisions at the source of the information”. The modern smart sensors definition is 
based on the definition given in [7] and added by “self-adaptation” and “self-validation” capabilities. 
Here it is: “A smart sensor is one chip, without external components, including the sensing, interfacing 
signal processing and intelligence (self-testing, self-identification, self-calibration, self-validation or 
self-adaptation)”. 
 
Is it contradicts to smart IEEE 1451 compatible transducer or plug-and-play sensor definition ? Of 
course, not. The IEEE 1451 is a developing family of standards that brings the important element of  
intelligence, self-identification (or self-describing), to the traditional analog-mode sensors in order to 
reduce the time and challenges associated with sensor configuration. The standard defines a 
mechanism for adding self-describing behavior via the TEDS including calibration information to 
sensors with an analog signal interface. 
 
 
3. A New Member of Standards Family or Standard Extension ? 
 
Recognizing that smart sensors will inevitably take a number of different forms with different levels of 
integration, the IEEE 1451 standards define a set of complementary interfaces designed to work 
together or independently [2]. The IEEE 1451 family of smart transducer interface standards in term of 
frequency output sensors (instead of ADC the Frequency-to-Digital Converter (FDC) must be used) is 
shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. IEEE 1451 Family of Smart Transducer Interface Standards. 
 
 

All of the current standards are designed to be complementary; they can be used independently or 
together. For example, an IEEE 1451.4 mixed-mode sensor could plug into an IEEE 1451.3 transducer 
bus interface module that digitizes the transducer signal and communicates the data over the  
IEEE 1451.3 sensor network [2]. 
 
The TEDS should contain information about sensor’s error and it was difficult to standardize the FDC 
because of its quantization error dependent on the conversion frequency-to-digital method. For any of 
traditional, classical methods for frequency measurement (standard counting technique or indirect 
counting technique), the quantization error dependent on the conversion frequency fx [5]. Any of 
convenient methods cannot work with modern wide range and accurate frequency output sensors. 
Therefore, an advanced frequency-to-digital conversion method with constant quantization error in all 
frequency range should be used in modern FDCs. However, such methods, as usually, are patented and 
sensors manufacturers must buy a license. Such situation is a very strong restriction for the global 
standardization process. It needs introduction of new member of standards family or its extension for 
frequency output sensors. Fortunately, this problem was solved by International Frequency Sensor 
Association (IFSA) in 2004 due to development and introduction to the market the Universal 
Frequency-to-Digital Converter (UFDC-1). The UFDC-1 is an integrated converter based on four 
patented conversion methods for frequency (period), its ratio, duty-cycle and phase-shift [8-9]. It has 
programmable resolution and quantization error from 1 up to 0.001 % and non-redundant conversion 
time. It can work well with any modern frequency output sensors with frequency range from 0.05 Hz 
up to 7.5 MHz without prescaling. 
 
The UFDC-1 can be easy used in any member of IEEE standards family. Let consider its use and 
benefits, which will receive customers and smart transducer manufacturers. 
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4. IEEE 1451 for Frequency Output Sensors 
 
4.1 Physical Representation of IEEE 1451.2 for Frequency Sensors 
 
The IEEE 1451.2 introduces the Transducer-Independent Interface (TII) [6]. This standard was defined 
to provide an industry-standard interface to connect sensors to microprocessor. The objective of the 
standard is to provide a common digital interface between transducers and the network 
communications nodes, and consequently facilitate the transducer manufactures to develop smart 
devices and to interface those devices to networks, systems, and instruments by incorporating existing 
and emerging sensor and networking technologies. The physical representation of IEEE 1451 in terms 
of frequency sensors and the UFDC-1 place is shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Physical Representation of IEEE 1451.2. 

 
 
TII is a 10-wire digital bus. It is built around synchronous serial communication based on the SPI 
protocol. TII is an interface that the sensor manufactures can use which is independent of the network 
being used to interconnect the sensors. It provides trigger, interrupt and plug-and-play functions 
through dedicated signal lines. The data transport is the same as SPI with 8-bit data words [10]. 
 
The UFDC-1 supports the SPI interface, convert frequency-to-digital and can contain the TEDS in 
own flash memory. Such embedded system can be used with any frequency output sensor and lets to 
build smart transducers with minimum possible hardware or chip area. Integrated or hybrid 
technologies can be used to embedded this universal module to smart transducers. Taking into account 
the programmable accuracy of FDC based on the UFDC-1 it is possible to chose an appropriate 
quantization error at non-redundant conversion time and flexibly change it according to the measuring 
algorithm, This possibility supplies an intelligence extension due to the self-adaptation capability of 
smart transducers together with the self-identification. 
 
An alternative architecture which has become quite popular in many applications it to employ “smart 
sensors” which can be connected on a network (typically hardwired) to a master (host) control system 
[10]. In this approach, each sensor module also contains the UFDC-1. The advantage of this 
architecture is that significant signal processing can take place within the sensor module and, by using 
a standard network bus, sensors can share information. The I2C bus, which also supported by the 
UFDC-1, is well suited for this architecture, and the TII (IEEE 1451.2) bus can be used when one 
sensor module will be connected to the host system. This structure also lends itself well to wireless 
network applications. 
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4.2 TEDS for Frequency Output Sensors 
 
The TEDS data structure for frequency output sensors should describe specific parameters as a 
frequency output range and relative sensor’s error into the extended TEDS section. An example of 
TEDS for pressure frequency output sensor is shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. A possible structure of the IEEE 1451.4 TEDS for pressure frequency output sensor. 
 

TEDS Structure Example of pressure frequency output sensors 
Manufacturer ID 19 
Model ID 5117 
Version letter A Basic TEDS 

Serial number 00639F 
Calibration date 23 August 2005 
Measurement range 1000 psia 
Frequency output 
minimal 30 kHz 

Frequency output 
maximal 42 kHz 

Relative FS error 0.01 % 
Quantization error 0.001 % 
Thermal Sensitivity ±0.005 %/°C 

Standard and Extended 
TEDS 

(fields will vary according 
to transducer type) 

Response time 3 ms 
Sensor location B35-2 User Area Calibration due date 17 September 2007 

 
Taking into account a self-adaptation capability, the TEDS for frequency output sensor should include 
such parameter as a quantization error of frequency-to-digital conversion. Due to the UFDC-1, it is 
programmable and can be chosen, for example, less than sensor’s FS error in order to have very short 
conversion time in critical situations, for example, or in order higher than FS error to have a maximum 
possible accuracy. 
 
 
4.3 IEEE 1451.4 Mixed-Mode Interface for Frequency Output Sensors 
 
A smart TEDS sensor, as defined by IEEE 1451.4, includes a mixed-mode interface that 
accommodates both an analog signal (for the measurement signal) and a serial digital channel (for 
accessing the digital TEDS information). Speaking about frequency output sensors, the Class II of 
multiwire interface should be used in this case (Figure 3): 
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Fig. 3. Class II Multiwire Interface, Shown with Frequency Output Sensor. 
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The digital portion of the mixed-mode interface is the same. The analog portion can be changed by 
quasi-digital portion for frequency output sensor signal. In this case, we have the IEEE 1451.4 
compatible smart transducer and we should have the IEEE 1451.4 compatible data acquisition system 
or measurement instrument. 
 
Setting up sensor-based data-acquisition systems is tedious and time consuming. Data-acquisition 
systems can monitor thousands of sensor outputs. Nearly 20 percent of the total cost of most data 
acquisition applications is spent on hardware setup and configuration. Today there are not any data 
acquisition board, which can work well with any modern wide range and accurate frequency output 
sensors [11]. Hence, the IEEE 1451.4 compatible data acquisition system should be also based on new 
technologies. In this case, the UFDC-1 can be used in such systems in order to minimize hardware and 
guaranty high metrological performances including the programmable quantization error (up to 0.001 
%) and resolution at non-redundant conversion time. Each of UFDC-1 has two channels and can work 
in 16 measuring modes, one generating and one calibration mode. Besides frequency and period, the 
UFDC-1 can convert also duty-cycle, duty-off factor, frequency (period) ratio and difference, time 
interval, pulse space and pulse width, phase-shift, pulse number and rotation speed [8-9]. 
 
 
5. Benefits and High Level of Commercial Adoption of IEEE 1451 standards 
    in Industry 
 
Very simple design approach based on the UFDC-1 lets expand the use of IEEE 1451 standard for 
different frequency (period, duty-cycle, PWM, time interval, phase shift, etc.) output sensors. Even 
more, each existing quasi-digital sensor can be used according to IEEE 1451.4. The UFDC-1 does not 
only convert frequency-time parameters to digital but also can store TEDS and realize communication 
functions. 
 
What benefits will receive customers ? Together with all IEEE 1451 standard benefits (including self-
identification, simple installation, upgrade and maintenance) customers will receive the self-adaptation 
capability and digital plug-and-play sensors, using all advantages of frequency as an informative 
parameter of sensor’s output. 
 
Smart transducer manufactures will receive a unique opportunity to produce low-cost IEEE 1451 
compatible sensors based on minimum possible hardware. They cannot think now about accuracy. 
Only one component – the UFDC-1, covers three functions of smart transducers: frequency-to-digital 
conversion with programmable quantization error and resolution, TEDS storage in flash memory and 
communications. The UFDC-1 can be embedded into any existing frequency output sensors (with the 
help of integrated or hybrid technologies) to produce IEEE 1451.4 compatible sensors as well as into 
IEEE 1451.4 compatible data acquisition systems. Due to all these, smart transducer manufactures will 
receive 20 % of addition sensors market, which was not involved before into the IEEE 1451 
standardization process. Design and development of IEEE 1451 compatible sensors will be quick, low-
cost and effective. Such approach will improve the level of commercial adoption of IEEE 1451 
standards family in industry. 
 
In addition, manufactures can use the UFDC-1 to produce traditional digital output sensors with RS-
232 interface, SPI and I2C communication buses. 
 
Nevertheless the simple technical realization and expansion of IEEE 1451 standards family for 
frequency output sensors, which has transformed quasi-digital sensors into smart transducers, in order 
to have a success, strong joint efforts of IEEE, IFSA, NI Alliance and other organizations is necessary 
to solve a few organization problems. But it worth attention today. Smart sensors revolution is coming. 
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6. Conclusions 
 
The simple extension of IEEE 1451 standards family for frequency output sensors will provide smart 
transducer manufactures with the ability to produce quickly and with low-cost IEEE 1451 compatible 
sensors and data acquisition systems. The approach needs only one universal component- the UFDC-1, 
which covers three functions of smart transducers: frequency-to-digital conversion with programmable 
quantization error and resolution, TEDS storage in flash memory and communications.  
 
The UFDC-1 can be embedded into any existing frequency output sensors (with the help of integrated 
or hybrid technologies) to produce IEEE 1451.4 compatible sensors as well as into IEEE 1451.4 
compatible data acquisition systems. Due to all these, smart transducer manufactures will receive  
20 % of addition sensors market, which was not involved before into the IEEE 1451 standardization 
process. Design and development of IEEE 1451 compatible sensors will be quick, low-cost and 
effective. Such approach will improve the level of commercial adoption of IEEE 1451 standards 
family in industry. 
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